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A Message from the
Chair of the BCEM
Procurement Steering
Committee
As we celebrate the end of our first year of service, I am pleased
to offer a few words on behalf of my colleagues on the BCEM
Procurement Steering Committee. It has been an exciting year of
consultation, planning and exploration as we worked together to
identify the common procurement needs of the school districts
we serve. We appreciate the exceptional willingness and enthusiasm
of our many stakeholders to help make BCEM a success.
We look forward to the year ahead with optimism and confidence
that together we will create a BC Education Marketplace that meets
the expectations of the K – 12 sector. I would like to formally
thank my colleagues on the BCEM Procurement Steering
Committee, the BC Ministry of Education and the many K – 12
organizations that have welcomed us at their meetings. Special
thanks to BCEM Director, Maria Melan and her team who have
worked so hard in the past 12 months to make the BCEM a reality.
As we start a new year we remain mindful of our shared goal:
to support and enhance a BC K – 12 system in which all learners
can reach their full potential.

Flavia Coughlan
Chair,
Procurement Steering Committee (PSC)
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BCEM Vision

To become a valued
and innovative
procurement partner
to the K – 12 sector.
BCEM Mission

BCEM partners with BC
K – 12 school districts
on collaborative
procurement initiatives
to optimize the use of
financial and administrative
resources for the
benefit of students.
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A Message from the
Director of the BCEM
Thank you to all of you who have helped make the first year of
operations for the BC Education Marketplace a success. It has
been a busy year filled with challenges, opportunities and successes
in equal measure.
The BCEM values communication, consultation and collaboration
above all else. It is true of any organization that you get out of it what
you put into it. As Director of BCEM, I have been deeply touched
by the willingness of our districts and their staff to put many hours
of effort and many years of expertise into our initial projects.
Thank you to our partners in the system who have welcomed us
and shared information and insights at every opportunity. Thank you
to our host school district, SD36 Surrey, for providing a strong
home base. Most of all, thank you to the BCEM Procurement
Steering Committee for providing an endless supply of support,
direction and guidance to our developing BCEM team. We will do
everything in our power to continue to earn the trust and support
of the students, staff and districts we serve.

We are much more
than a marketplace.
We are your partners in
K – 12 procurement.
Together we are all
the BCEM.

Maria Melan
Director,
BC Education Marketplace (BCEM)
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BCEM People
Governance
The BC Education Marketplace Procurement Steering Committee (PSC) is appointed by BCASBO and reports to
the Service Delivery Project Committee (SDPC). We gratefully acknowledge the generous contributions of time,
expertise, thoughtful leadership and enthusiastic support of these BCEM champions:
Flavia Coughlan (Chair)

Secretary-Treasurer,
SD42 Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows

Fraser Valley,
Metro & South Coast

Cam McIntyre
(May 2016 – June 2016)

Secretary-Treasurer,
SD52 Prince Rupert

North Coast/
Northern Interior

Sheldon Lee
(June 2015 – May 2016)

Acting Secretary Treasurer, SD71 Comox Valley
Assistant Secretary Treasurer, SD84 Vancouver Island West

North Coast/
Northern Interior

Jason Sandquist

Secretary-Treasurer,
SD79 Cowichan Valley

Vancouver Island

Lynda Minnabarriet

Secretary-Treasurer, SD53 Okanagan Similkameen
& SD74 Gold Trail

Thompson/Okanagan

Natalie Verigin

Secretary-Treasurer
SD20 Kootenay-Columbia

Kootenay/Boundary

Host School District Support
Patti Dundas

Assistant-Secretary Treasurer
SD 36 Surrey

Host School District,
SD 36 Surrey

Ministry of Education Support
Tammy Blair

Project Director, Service Delivery Project
Ministry of Education

Kim Abbott

Executive Director, Service Delivery Project
Ministry of Education

Operations Staff
BCEM facilitates, coordinates and manages collaborative procurement projects on behalf of the K – 12 sector.
Maria Melan, Director
Sharon Watkins, Project Coordinator
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BCEM Core Values
Innovative
• We develop customized contracts for goods and services that deliver savings to school districts.
• We use a continuous improvement operational model to assess and enhance our services.

Collaborative
• We plan and execute our projects to balance saving opportunities with consideration for both local and
broader K – 12 sector priorities and initiatives.
• We partner with regional subject matter experts to ensure contracts meet the quality, schedule and pricing
requirements of users.

INNOVATIVE

• We provide assistance to school district staff regarding procurement related issues.
• We communicate and leverage agreements and opportunities offered by other K – 12 sector service
organizations (i.e. Province of BC, ERAC, ASTSBC, ASDT) for the benefit of school districts.
• We encourage the participation and feedback of all stakeholders in BCEM initiatives.

RESPONSIVE
Professional

COLLABORATIVE

• We conduct all business in a professional manner to demonstrate integrity and protect the trust of all stakeholders.
• We comply with applicable laws, treaties and standard ethical practices for public procurement.

Responsive

PROFESSIONAL

• We develop collaborative contracts in response to sector feedback and user demand.
• We respond immediately and effectively to resolve concerns reported by school districts.
• We publish and consistently meet or exceed our customer service standards.
• Our contracts clearly stipulate our requirements for price, delivery & quality.
• We regularly monitor supplier performance and deal effectively with issues that are impacting our customers.
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BCEM 2015/16:
Discover, Design, Build
It has been a busy first year for the BC Education Marketplace as
we have worked with our partners and stakeholders to create a
strong foundation for this new shared procurement entity. As with
any new public sector organization, there were many consultative,
administrative and communications tasks to be completed before
the first projects could be launched. These included:
• Consulting with the Ministry of Education, School districts,
BCASBO, BCSSA and other K – 12 entities.
• Researching legislative implications, costs to establish the
entity, governance structures, etc.
• Agreeing on principles, guidelines and processes for the
establishment of the BCEM.
• Identifying members for the BCEM Procurement Steering
Committee representing all regions of the province.
• Researching and establishing the most appropriate
strategies, policies and processes for managing shared
procurement projects in compliance with our legal, treaty
and ethical obligations.
• Establishing a BCEM website to streamline the process for
accessing broader public sector contracts available for
district use.
Funding for BCEM has been extended to June 2018 and a big
focus of the coming year will be on growing school district usage
levels of BCEM agreements through strategic engagement with
district leadership, professional associations, subject matter
experts and end users. Participation in BCEM agreements will
remain voluntary and there will be a wide range of new contracts
during the 2016/17 fiscal year. The BCEM strategic plan includes
a prioritized list of more than a dozen new procurement projects
for the next year.
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I’ve been working in the joint
procurement and shared services
arena for a long time. As a member
of the BCEM Fuel Subcommittee
and the BCEM Transportation
Subcommittee, I am happy to see
BCEM building on existing
initiatives so that they are more
widely available across the
province. Bringing more people
and ideas into the process is very
helpful. Not every project works
for everyone but the choice to
participate in those that benefit
your district is very beneficial.
Frank Marasco
Manager of Transportation, SD73
Kamloops/ Thompson
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BCEM 2015/16:
Consult, Communicate,
Collaborate
BCEM is much more than just a marketplace. The true value-add
in this new shared procurement entity is that BCEM is ushering
in a new era of increased collaboration with, and between, BC’s public
school districts. That collaboration is clearly evident in our
governance structure and operating procedures.
• The Procurement Steering Committee meets regularly
to provide feedback and guidance on strategic direction
and project selection on behalf of districts in all five
provincial zones.
• BCEM distributes quarterly newsletters to communicate the
status of BCEM initiatives to all stakeholders.
• BCEM provides assistance to district procurement staff
upon request, to assist with procurement planning, providing
guidance on the development of bid documents, evaluation
processes and contracting.
• BCEM meets regularly with key stakeholder groups and
external partners to ensure that consultation and
communication are part of our standard operating
procedures enabling continuous improvement of our
processes and the resulting agreements.
• BCEM distributes information regarding contract pricing and
terms allowing districts to explore their potential savings.
Participation in BCEM procurement projects is voluntary.

Natural gas markets are complex
and school districts aren’t in a
position to try to ‘beat the market’.
We need competitive pricing and
the ability to control our risks
efficiently. The BCEM helped us
do that and to become more
proactive in managing this budget
item. It provided professional
advice, streamlined contracting,
and built capacity within our
organization for understanding
these purchases. I’ve been very
happy with the process.
Ron Macdonald
Manager of Energy
and Sustainability
Vancouver School Board (SD39)

As more projects are rolled out, BCEM anticipates seeing more
collaboration and cohesion within and between districts.
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BCEM 2016/17:
Review, Refine, Grow
As we move through the school year, BCEM will continue to
recruit project teams and subject matter experts for more than a
dozen new shared procurement projects. The planning and
execution of these projects is thorough. As we continue to build
this new way of working together, we want to ensure that we are
refining our processes based on learnings from each new project.
Projects planned for the 2016/17 school year include:

For Facilities:
• Custodial Mechanization Equipment
• Custodial Paper
• Custodial General Supplies
• LED Lighting
• Natural Gas (Meters Under 2000 GJ Annually)
• Propane
• Waste Disposal and Recycling

For Information Technology:
• Desktops/Laptops/Tablets
• Multi-Function Devices
• School Accounting Software

For Classrooms:
• Student Desks and Chairs
• Audio Systems

For Transportation:

As a Subject Matter Expert with
the BCEM Custodial Products
Subcommittee, it was interesting
to me to discover the range of
issues faced by districts across
the province. All regions are
different and those differences
were recognized and included in
the BCEM solution. It was nice to
be part of the process so that you
knew the important issues were
being addressed. Regional
representation is great but
equally great is that solutions
aren't imposed on anyone. I think
that, over time, this will encourage
high participation levels.
Steve Smoroden
Senior Manager,
Caretaking Services,
SD43 Coquitlam/
Member, BCEM Custodial
Products Subcommittee

• Auto Parts
• Tires
• Windshields

For BCEM
• Permanent Entity Planning
• Increase Contract Utilization
• Sector Engagement Strategy
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BCEM Highlights 2015/16
July – December 2015
• Established BCEM entity including staffing, governance structure, operating guidelines.
• Established Procurement Steering Committee (PSC) to provide oversight of BCEM on behalf of K — 12 sector.
• First meeting of Natural Gas Subcommittee to review cost savings opportunities for category, define
potential projects, timelines and identify data requirements from districts.
• Launch of Sector Engagement Plan including meetings with all key BCEM stakeholder groups.
• Review of procurement legal framework by external counsel and implementation of new competitive bid
documentation and protocols specifically designed for BCEM.
• First meeting of Transportation Subcommittee to review cost savings opportunities, define potential
projects for spend category, timelines and identify data requirements from districts.
• Signed first contract with Shell Energy North America for natural gas for meters purchasing in excess of
2,000 Gigajoules (GJ) annually with twenty districts participating.
• First meeting of Custodial Products Subcommittee to review cost savings opportunities, define potential
projects timelines and identify data requirements from districts.

January – June 2016
• First meeting of Student Furniture Subcommittee to review cost savings opportunities, define potential
projects, timelines and identify data requirements from districts.
• Development and launch of BCEM brand and website.
• Release of inaugural BCEM quarterly newsletter.
• Released RFP for Custodial Products (Garbage Bags). Agreement with Bunzl group signed June 2016.
• Negotiated and implemented final agreement with TransLink.
• Initiated development of RFP for Bus Route Optimization Software in partnership with the Transportation
Working Group per the Service Delivery Project: Transportation Business Case.
• Released RFP for Bus Route Optimization Software.
• Initiated Strategic Planning with Procurement Steering Committee to define priorities for Fiscal Year 2016/17.
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SAVINGS

To reinvest in classrooms.

SERVICE

To support district procurement services.

SOLUTIONS

To share knowledge and increase collaboration.

bcedmarketplace.ca

